PLATFORM
CLOUD ARCHITECTURE REALLY MATTERS
Every 10-15 years or so, a new wave of technology
emerges. The next wave is already here and it goes
Beyond the Cloud. Only a true cloud PaaS + SaaS architecture provides real investment protection. Unlike other
solution providers, REMone™ is an open system built
from the ground up for the web and mobility. This means
you'll be able to separate the technology from the business logic so you can always stay ahead of what’s coming
next. Never play catch up ever again. After all, it's your
business and you should be in control.
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What’s Next?

“The hpaPaaS [High Productivity Application PaaS] market continues a strong
association with SaaS; we now see the
emergence of SaaS plus PaaS as a differentiated offering”
- Gartner Group

SOFTWARE
No Code. No exceptions. Authorized subject matter
experts can build, test and deploy integrated, sustainable custom applications without the help of a programmer or expensive consultant. REMone™ Solution Suites are designed to integrate with any General
Ledger so you can respond faster to the ever-changing technology and real estate landscape.
“What makes us different from the competition is that
with our true cloud PaaS + SaaS architecture, you'll
be able to adapt quickly to every next wave of technology. This brings peace of mind because all applications automatically inherit new technologies rather
than having to hit the reset button. That’s real investment protection and lower lifetime TCO.”
- Donnie Law, President
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What makes us better:
PaaS + SaaS Platform

No Code Apps Development

Built for Mobility

Future Proof Investment Protection

Best Practices Software

Enterprise-Grade Applications

About Us
We deliver Real Estate Management software solutions (REM)
built on a future proof true cloud PaaS + SaaS platform so you can
stay ahead of what’s next™. REMone™ Solution Suites are designed to integrate with any General Ledger so you can respond
faster to the ever-changing technology and real estate landscape
to achieve growth, advance innovation, improve NOI, minimize risk,
and provide industry leadership.
For more information visit our website at
www.remlogics.net or call us at 1.866.700.0786
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